CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter explains the conclusion of the research and some suggestions for further researchers and also for English Department.

5.1 Conclusion

After conducting research in comedy show Opera Van Java (OVJ), the result of this research was got 36 (thirty six) application of incongruity theory, 10 (ten) application of disparagement theory and 1 (one) the application of release theory for 6 (six) episodes of Opera Van Java in date’s range 30\textsuperscript{th} May until 5\textsuperscript{th} June.

It proves that mostly in OVJ the way they present humor was used incongruity theory of humor. It was because in most part, in performed humor especially in OVJ which has audience and performed life in front of the audience, the expectation of the audience mostly became the main concern of the show. Since the way performing OVJ was by not telling the characters or \textit{wayang} the story, so the effect of the incongruently came from the conversation between characters that flew naturally. The expectation of audiences what would the characters said when the characters interacted in their conversation counterfeited with the reality. The characters said something differently to respond to the opposite in their conversation which was not correlated to the topic.

Besides the incongruent of their talk, disparagement theory also imply in their conversation, it is clear that mostly the characters in OVJ disparage others
handicap or weakness to make them feel superior. In the other hand, in corpus data #003.4 Sule disparage him self about his flat nose, in corpus data #008.4 and #008.5 Nunung and her friend also disparage themselves by stated themselves as rhinoceros and jug duo, last in corpus data #009.1 Nunung again disparage her self by stated her self as giant truck. This corpus es is contrary to Descartes (in Ermida, 2008: 32) statement or contrary to the theory, because in the conversation, not Nunung or Sule’s opposite who disparage themselves but in fact they are the one who disparage themselves and made them in inferior level to the opposite.

For the application of release theory in OVJ, it just has one corpus data that show the application of release theory in OVJ. It denote that the characters still considered society’s viewpoint to their show because it was Indonesia which has many taboo things to said and the society that does not easy to accepted new things which beyond their custom. Also, consider to the law of Indonesian broadcast that would give the actors or actresses penalty or blocked to perform for the actor or actresses that employ humor about sex or religion. But, still in OVJ have one corpus data of how they use release theory in their conversation in corpus data #011. Corpus data #011 Joe making similarization of the syllable in word ‘tokek’ to women’s body part ‘tokets’ an Indonesian slang word means breast, which if a man said it, it indicates that the person was salacious.

5.2 Suggestion

This study was linguistic study that focused to analyzed application of humor theory by using discourse analysis. Study of humor also has many
branches of study, for example study of incongruity theory of humor can be correlated to study in flout of cooperative principle. Since it was humor and related to incongruity theory of humor so it could be useful to analyze how the characters in comedy show used their utterance to present humor by flouting cooperative principle. So, this topic can be useful as further research.

Since study in language were wide, so hopefully this study could be the first step for students so they would interested in language research especially in language in humor and made English Departmen in Gorontalo State University had many sources of humor theory or study of language in humor because truthfully when conducted this research, the main problem was in book sources.

For students who intreseted in conducting research in language research especially in Humor, I suggest to observe firstly what they will do in their research. Search as many as sources that they can get would be better because as the fact that in our faculty still lack with the sources books of theory of humor.
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